
How to get your
first hires right
A talent guide for Founders



 

If you’re a founder looking to scale, you’ll know that you need

a lot of moving pieces in place. 

The big idea, a market, and investment are three of the top

ones. But you also need people to help you deliver on your

strategy.

People are your greatest asset. 

It’s a cliche for a reason. It’s so true. The people you hire will

make the biggest difference to the success of your enterprise.

They’re also the factor that will make the biggest difference to

your whole experience of getting your idea out into the world. 

Dialling up the enjoyment, or dialling up the stress - lots of it

depends on the people you choose to take with you. 

 Acquiring the right talent is the
most important key to growth.

Hiring was - and still is - the
most important thing we do.

 

- Marc Benioff, CEO of Salesforce

You're ready to grow
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of employee turnover is down
to bad hiring decisions.

 

 

Recruitment mistakes - not getting the right support

when you need it, hiring the wrong people, or not

keeping the right people - all waste your valuable time

and resources. 

When not having the right support holds you back and

every wrong hire costs you, it’s not surprising that many

founders worry about making those first few crucial

hires. But it doesn’t have to be difficult.

We talk to startup founders everyday who are sharing

similar difficulties or have similar recruitment questions. 

We produced this guide to remove some of that stress to

help you avoid the talent pitfalls and ultimately get the

right people into your business to make it grow. 

So let's start with some of the common pitfalls. 
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Assuming the right people will see your job advert.

Your perfect candidate might miss it. Think PR. Post

the story around the role too, and make sure it

shows up in the places where your ideal candidate

hangs out. 

Not telling your story online. Get a page up on your

website that sets out the roles you’re recruiting for.

Go deeper than just title and salary, and talk about

your purpose and your vision. Bring the role to life

so that your ideal candidate comes to you.

Not being transparent with candidates before the

interview. Salary, benefits, role specifications, your

vision for the startup. Send the candidate all they

need to get up to speed on the role and the business

before you meet.

Relying too much on the CV. Consider other tests and

tasks to help you figure out a candidate’s aptitude for

the role. 

Not structuring your interviews. Know what you’re

going to ask, and plan how you’re going to gather the

information you need to make a decision.
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Hiring in your own mould. The flip side of ignoring

your instinct is taking people on because you just click

with them. Maybe you follow the same team or went

to the same university. Just because you can already

imagine enjoying a beer with them, doesn’t mean

they’re right for the role. Likewise hiring people who

are too like you. You’re comfortable with the candidate

because they remind you of you. Businesses need a

diverse pool of people and skills to thrive. 



Hiring on ‘big names’. A candidate might have some

impressive names in their work history but it doesn’t

mean they’ll be able to do the same for you. Just

because they worked for Google it doesn’t mean they’ll

be able to make you Google too. Your role and

challenges are unique, so hire for the attitude and

aptitude you need for the future of your business.

Not hiring for culture fit. If the skills you are

looking for are in short supply you might be

tempted to hire someone whose values don’t fit

your culture. Don’t do it!

Not onboarding effectively. Think about how you’ll

communicate with the successful candidate between

offer and start date. And how you’ll make their first

day, week and month as good as you can. Help

them prepare for the role, and set clear expectations

to make settling in as smooth as possible.
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Starting too late. It takes time to find the right

person. Start exploring before you’re ready to hire.

Whether it’s informal coffees with potential

candidates, or putting out feelers in your networks,

start thinking and talking about it before it’s an issue.

Ignoring your instinct. Your gut is telling you ‘no’, but

you carry on hiring because they have some great

names on the CV, and then regret it a few weeks down

the line. If it feels wrong, it almost always is wrong.



Hiring with limited resources 
 

It’s probably obvious that you want to watch the cash when

you’re building a business, and the money you spend on

employees will be one of your biggest outlays. That might

include a recruitment fee to hire someone or a training

investment, but the biggest part is going to be on the

salaries you’re paying. 

 

It may not be as obvious as the money you’re spending, but

the other key resource you need to be conscious of is your

time. Probably spent planning, sourcing, filtering,

interviewing, onboarding, managing. Or firing and having to

go back to square one. 

 

The cost with your digital and IT systems can also stack up.

Updates to the website, social media, a candidate tracking

system, technical tests. There’s no shortage of tech you can

spend your money on. 

It all costs.

But, if you can take the risk out of your hiring

process then resources become less of an issue.

If you’re confident that you’ll get a return on

your investment then you’ll find the cash, or

allocate the people to the task.

 

When we’re looking at tangible investments like

a CRM system, or assets on a balance sheet,

then ROI is front of mind. Thinking of your talent

in the same way, as an asset that grows and

produces profit helps you get into the right

mindset for successful client attraction. Hire the

right people and they’ll more than pay for

themselves. 

The cost of building the right team
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A plan is a wonderful thing, and you need a plan for

how you’ll get the right people on board. It’s useful

for you so that you know the processes and actions

you need to build and take over the next few

months. It’s also invaluable when you’re going for

investment. Investors know how much people

matter, and they like to see a solid ‘people plan’ if

they’re going to fund you.  

Having the right team is a major factor in
success, and you need a plan for success.

Your plan for recruitment success

 No matter how brilliant your
mind or strategy, if you’re
playing a solo game, you’ll
always lose out to a team.

 

- Reid Hoffman, Co-Founder 
of LinkedIn
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Every founding team is different. 

Sometimes it will be just you, beginning alone on that idea that just won’t

go away. Often it’s two or three friends working together on the birth of a

new product. Or maybe it’s you and some colleagues who’ve struck up a

bond working for someone else, seen an opportunity or a gap in the market

and now you’re ready to want to strike out on your own.

Your fledgling business might still be a side hustle alongside the 9 to 5 when

you realise you need to recruit more support. Or you might have already

taken the leap to make this business your sole focus, and so the pressure to

act is more intense. You may have one or two people supporting you, like

mentors or coaches, but essentially you’ve reached a point where you need

more support to get to the next level. 

 

To go from prototype to production, or raise investment, or bring a new

product to market - you know that to make your idea a reality you need to

scale. 

These are the steps to follow to get the right people into your team.

So where are you now?
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Start with you

Know yourself - what are your skills? Where do your strengths lie? 

What do you enjoy doing most? When are you really in your zone? 

Maximise your own talents, and build a team to fill the gaps. Give yourself

permission to keep learning and developing your leadership skills. Leading a business

is a tough role. It requires different capabilities from the ones that have got you so

far, and to lead your business you’re going to need support. That might be coaching,

a community where you can share the ups and downs or a thinking partner. 

When you’re thinking about your first hires, and plotting out roles, systems and

workflow, build in time for yourself to work on developing your confidence and

mindset. If you’re working with a co-founder or small team, have an honest

conversation about where your collective strengths lie, and where the gaps are in

your business.

Look ahead (but not too far)

Before you dive into plugging those gaps, it’s essential to pause for thought.

Formulating a talent plan will help you line up potential recruits in the right areas and

be more effective when you’re executing on hiring. 

Startups tend to be a bit chaotic, and looking too far ahead is impossible because they

are so many unknowns. You can’t realistically plan for five years down the line, because

as we all know, anything could happen. So the trick is to focus your attention on the

next 18 months or so. 
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The question we’re often asked is around the seniority of hire to make, or even if to hire at all.

You know you need a resource in sales or engineering but are unsure if you should go for a heavy

hitter, train a junior, or trust an outsourced provider. 

 

It depends is always the first response we’ll give. On your priorities of course. But also, things like

the strengths of your existing team, how much the function will need to scale, or what milestones

you want to hit by filling the gap. 

 

Some founders gravitate towards a senior hire, like a CTO, when what’s needed is a more hands-

on resource for 3 months to get you over the line on something. 

 

Remember that recruiting takes time. Maybe 4-6 weeks to find someone. Another 4 weeks until

they can start. So realistically it can be 3 months until they’re starting to make an impact. 

 

As you’d imagine, we think that the right recruitment partner can be useful. But the wrong one

can be so costly. Don’t overlook the value in working with someone who understands your

challenges and has existing connections to the talent you’re after. But don’t assume that engaging

a recruiter guarantees results.

It's been said that startups, at least tech startups, need three key roles covered:

HIPSTER, HACKER, HUSTLER. 
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The Hipster is a designer, and

their job is to make things look

great. They’re all about the

customer perspective, or the

user experience, and making

sure the front end looks and

feels the way it should. 

Hipster Hacker

The Hacker might be an

engineer, with a focus on

developing and building the

product. 

 

Hustler

The Hustler is someone with

business sense, who’ll drive

sales, raise money, and be

the face of the company. 
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That doesn’t mean you need three separate people to do these

roles. You might have two people covering these three areas, or a

team of four that balances across them. 

What's key is not to have gaps, and to make sure you’ve got

design, engineering and sales covered.

Be flexible from the start.

When you’re thinking about the way you’re going to work with your

new hires, make sure you don’t default to how things were done in

the past. 

 

In light of recent events, it’s unlikely you’ll be expecting your team

to come into the office full time, but what else can you consider

your options on? 

 

Do you really need a full-time permanent hire, requiring a

significant commitment and investment 365 days a year? Or could

you take a contract resource, to help you validate what skills you

need and the impact you’ll see? A parent working 9-3 around school

hours could help you access a talent pool that others overlook. 

You will have a clear idea on what has helped you be successful, but

hopefully you know the importance of considering others who have

travelled a different path. 
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Diversity from the outset is key, and often a blank sheet of paper

and some time to reflect on what’s actually needed will be

rewarded with surprising outcomes. 

 

You don’t want to reinvent the wheel, but a mindset from early

days about principles over policies means that when you

inevitably have to pivot in some way then you’ll be keeping true

what’s important to you, not flipping from left to right and giving

your team a lack of direction. 

 

And how are you defining the talent pool you’re fishing in? Some

people are racing to hire from anywhere in the world, while others

still only look on their doorstep. 

 

You’ll need to think about what’s right for you and your business,

rather than blindly follow others. But there’s clearly opportunities

to reimagine how, where and when work is done. 

People are not your most important asset.
The right people are.

 
- Jim Collins, Author of Good to Great
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steps to getting your
job descriptions right. 
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 1. Get clear on the purpose

First up. What’s the purpose of the role? 

Think of what your business needs before you think

about the capabilities of the person you’re looking for. 

Try this thought experiment..

Imagine it’s 18 months down the line, and you’re

sitting in the pub with the person that you hired.

You’re looking back over what you’ve achieved

together.

What are you saying? 

“It’s fantastic - our last three events have sold
out - we’ve got 1000 people in the Slack channel
- we’ve launched in 5 countries - we’ve scaled
up production - we hit our sales targets and are
seeing steady repeat business….”

Think of the conversation you want to be having based on the

specific business outcomes you’re looking to achieve, and

reverse engineer the details of the role from there. 

Begin by getting the purpose of the role locked in your mind.

Start with a blank sheet of paper. Write down exactly what

you want, and make this your starting point.

Being clear on the outcome you need for the business will help

you sketch out the role in more detail. It will also guide you to

outline the specifications for the job and the capabilities you’re

looking for.

Getting really clear on the point of the role and its
importance to the business helps you explain the

purpose to potential candidates. 
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2. List the specifications and capabilities for the role

Don’t start by Googling other people’s job

specifications.

Make yours unique to your business, not a

generic copycat.

Write a list of the specifications and capabilities

you need to reach the outcome that you’ve

defined in the first step.

Then review it, and do a bit of sense checking.

Does this look like one role or more? Is this

something one person could do, or does it need

two, or three. Or a team?

Create prototype of x by April

Market our November event so we meet our sales target

Lead the development team so the product is ready for launch by

the end of the year

Lead sales team and grow sales by 20% this year

Take overall responsibility for customer experience so we

increase retention by 15%

Engineer our new teaching products for the international market

Bootstrap and test new functionalities, analyse system

performance and identify areas for improvement. 

Sample outcomes: 
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3. Be open-minded

Drill down into the capabilities and be open-minded

about what the role really demands. Does it need

specialised technical expertise? Do you need someone

with great people skills? Do you need someone very

self reliant to take ownership of a key part of a project?

Do you need an ops person to leave you free to focus

on the strategic vision?

What are the skills, experiences or qualities that the

role actually demands? Many people automatically

include ‘graduate’ in the job specification, when what

they actually need is a creative problem solver. 

Don’t get distracted by shiny things. Keep the task in

mind. Do you really need to recruit a Head of Marketing

with experience of working at Google, when 90% of

your need right now is for execution on simple tasks? 

Analytical nature with the ability to solve complex business

issues

Technical aptitude and a high degree of self-motivation to

continuously learn new offerings and trends

Experience of user research, both qualitative and quantitative,

setting up and evaluating surveys and interviews

Experience investigating the feasibility of applying scientific

principles and concepts to business problems and products

Comfortable with presenting and confident working directly

with clients

Creative, calm, can-do approach to customer service.

Sample capabilities: 
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What role is on most founders’ wish lists? 

Sales and engineering are two main areas where

founders want to recruit. 

“We’ve got a great product but we’re technical

people and we need someone to commercialise it” or

“we need the developers to get our product built.” 

Engineers are hard to recruit because they’re in high

demand, and sales are tricky because it’s hard to

find good people.

Think about the role you’re looking to fill. Write a job description.

Quick tips:

Start with a
blank page

Be realistic

Give a sense
of purpose

Define
performance

measures
Set required

skills
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Attracting the right talent
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Benchmark salaries

Consider employee benefits

Be flexible with salary/equity mix to a attract wide talent pool

Include salary information in job ads

Get the reward pitched to attract the right talent

How much should we be offering? What kind of benefits will

interest the people we want to recruit? 

There’s no right or wrong answers here. It depends on the role,

the market and the economy. But there are some things you can

think about to help you get the right talent on board.

Once you’ve come up with a figure that you’re able to invest in the

role, check it against the market rate. 

Do your homework

Now’s the time to research what others are offering for similar

positions and see how yours stacks up. Talk to your recruitment

contacts and get a feel for the market right now. Whatever you’re

promising should be in the ballpark for comparable roles, or

they’re likely to be skipped over by potential applicants. 

 
 
 

However, if you’re looking to attract top talent but you can’t

pay the top salary there might be other ways to interest these

crucial early hires. Depending on the stage of your startup and

the life stage of the people you’re looking to attract, you can

offer a blend of salary and equity. 

If you’re hiring for a key and senior role then offering stock

options can be a way of getting talented individuals on board.

Nail your purpose and inspire people to believe in just how far

this idea can go, then some people might be happy to take a

reduced salary in exchange for a share of potential value. 

Be flexible about the employee benefits you offer too. For

example, some potential employees will be attracted by a

higher salary and less pension. Some people will love the idea

of a workplace gym but others would rather have the money.

Being creative about the way you put together the package of

benefits will give you the ability to attract different types of

people to the role. 

"Use your resources effectively by making two offers.
One with higher salary and lower options, one with
lower salary and higher options. The candidate can
choose what works best for them, and you'll appeal

to a wider range of talent."
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Be honest. We see many candidates excitedly join a scaleup,

knowing that they will face hurdles and willing to help the

growth. But some quickly become despondent and leave

because of a lack of transparency about the state of play. 

Startups do offer something exciting to candidates. It’s a

different life from joining a big corporation or a established

business. So do convey your passion about what you're

building, but be realistic too. Don’t let your enthusiasm blur

into false promises. Don’t hide the challenges that your new

hire might face. Let them in on the big picture, so they join

your startup with their eyes wide open. 

Tell your personal story. When it comes to people joining

early stage startups, we find that while they care about the

problem you’re solving and your mission, the clincher is

often the impression the founder makes on them. 

Your digital presence really matters. And more and more,

like the last thing you bought from Amazon, that impression

is largely formed through digital research. 

 

To attract the best talent you do need to have a digital

presence. Potential recruits will check you out on

LinkedIn or Twitter to get an idea of what you’d be like

to work for. They’ll want to feel your passion for your

business, and to get a sense of how you’ll inspire a

winning team.

Post on social media about your values as a leader, or

how you’re building a business. Share links to what

you’re reading, with a couple of comments on what you

took from it. Share images on Instagram that show the

team at work, or your customers loving your products,

or the spaces and places that inspire you. Anything that

gives people an idea of who they will be working with. 

Your digital presence is a great place to showcase

inclusivity in a powerful but understated way.

Statements about being an equal opportunities employer

are all well and good, but far better to recruit a diverse

team and show people enjoying working together. 
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Share your story

Make it clear and visible, internally and externally

Make job ads and careers pages fit your brand

Show why people work for you

 
 

Create a strong employee value proposition
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Hire diverse talent

• Make building a diverse workforce a goal from the get-go

• Check your language in recruitment ads

• Promote roles to under-represented groups

• Showcase your diverse talent 

If this is your very first hire, and you’re going from a team of two to a team of three, it

might seem like diversity isn’t really such a big deal. Here it does pay to think long term

though and to start as you mean to go on.  

Hiring for diversity helps you build a resilient business, and makes sure you’re giving

yourself the best chances of attracting the right talent from the widest possible pool.

To avoid recruiting the same old same old, go to the places where other people don’t go.

If your competition is looking for rockstars and writing ads full of masculine language, be

inclusive on titles and in the way you write about gender.

Lead with values over skills. Consider removing CVs from your hiring process. Ask for

work samples instead. 

Recruit for potential over credentials.
 

 77% 
of Gen Z candidates say the

way a company
demonstrates diversity

affects whether they want
to work with them.
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Add a careers page on your website

Share the story of life at your business as well as job listings 

Use a variety of media and channels

Go to relevant meetups and industry events

Use your network - ask for advice not names

Be proactive

There’s a lot that you can do yourself - right now - which will

help you attract good candidates to your startup.

Adding a careers page to your website is a straightforward way

to show the world that you’re serious about recruiting. Make it a

rich section of your site, and share content in different formats

to make it welcoming and easy to consume. 

Alongside the copy outlining the roles you could add video

content that explains your ‘why’. Interviews with the team, a

day in the life of the business, animations that set the product

in context.... Anything that brings the business and the role to

life. Share links to this in your social media feed. 

Remember the right person might not be actively looking to

change roles right now, so they won’t be looking at job

boards. But they could read about you on Twitter, or

LinkedIn, or Instagram, and love the idea of switching up

their life to join you. The more you put it out there, the

more likelihood there is that people will find you.

Getting active in your local community will help. 

Looking for marketing support? Go to marketing meetups,

ask questions, start conversations, tell people what you’re

looking for and ask them for recommendations. Looking for

a CTO? Fix coffee dates with 5 CTOs and ask them about

their role. One of them might be right for you, but even if

they’re not, you’ll learn a lot about what makes them tick,

and how the role might shape up in your business. 

Being curious is a great strategy to fuel your search
for your team.
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So you’ve selected the most interesting candidates and

invited them to interview. You’ll need a process to

assess people. You can’t just turn up on the day and

assume that you're going to be able to make a good

judgement.

Interviewing with a couple of other people is a good

idea, so you can make better decisions. The panel that

you create needs to be aligned, so give yourself plenty

of time to discuss what you’re looking for, and how

you’re going to get the evidence you need to make a

decision. Say you’ve decided that the key strength

you’re recruiting for is ‘creativity’. What are the positive

indicators that demonstrate that someone has the

creativity you’re looking for? Agree what's a good

indication of it and what's not. 

You want to be sure that you’re judging people fairly,

and that means making judgements on the same things. 

The interview process
Having a structured interview with a scorecard gives you

an objective measure, and is a good way to remove bias. 

It stops you getting distracted when you realise that you

both went on holiday to the same place last year, so they

must be a good person! It will keep you focused on looking

for the capabilities and competencies you’re looking for. 
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Share the load - get a small interview panel together 

Get clear on exactly what you’re looking for

Decide how you’ll benchmark responses

Devise question set and divide between panel members

Assess using work samples, gamification, technical tests and group exercises

Plan a structured interview and use a scorecard

Make sure candidates understand how the interviews will work

Consider work samples alongside interviews to give a fuller picture of candidates’ potential

Have a plan for onboarding the successful candidate, and for communicating with the ones who were unsuccessful this time

 
 

Interview tips
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Don't do all the hard work and then miss a trick in terms of

onboarding your new team members. 

Make sure you’ve covered the basics for their first week -

they’ll need a plan for what they’ll be doing, maybe a

laptop, certainly all the relevant logins, a welcome pack etc. 

Agree what good looks like in the first one, two or three

months. Build in regular progress reviews. 

And finally, remember the three key ingredients for happy

employees. 

Autonomy, mastery and purpose.
 
 

When it comes to onboarding...

Autonomy means the freedom to do their job well.

Mastery means having the opportunity to develop and keep

learning. And purpose means doing work that matters. 

These qualities matter more than ever in a startup, when

the landscape is shifting and change is a way of life. 

Get your first hires right, and you’ll have a team alongside

you to enjoy the journey together. 

For onboarding best practice and ideas you can easily

implement, our Retention Report gives a deep dive into

keeping your all-important talent including onboarding.
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https://islrecruitment.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Retention-Report-2020-WEB-VERSION.pdf


Building a great team of talented people is so important to the success of your business.

But it’s far from easy. Add to that, being a busy founder of a growing business, pulled in

many directions and wearing many hats. It’s even harder. 

This guide is to make hiring easier for you. There is no magic wand, but we hope our

advice will help you set up your hiring processes, attract the best people, and conduct a

fantastic hiring experience for everyone. 

We’re trusted by accelerators like the Accelerator Network and growth programmes like

Digital Catapult to guide founders on their talent strategy, and support them as they

make their first key hires and scale their teams.

Because we recruit for tech startups and scaleups every day, we know your challenges

and how to best position you to the market. We’re interested in long term relationships,

and they often start by being helpful in some way. So if you’d like some more advice, I'd

be more than happy to have a chat. 

                 Alan Furley, Director at ISL Recruitment 

 

 
www.islrecruitment.co.uk

 
alan@isluk.co.uk

0117 4280600

Startup & scaleup talent specialists

http://www.islrecruitment.co.uk/
mailto:alan@isluk.co.uk
tel:4401174280600

